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ABSTRACT

Effective indexing of multimedia documents requires a multi-
modal approach in which either the most appropriate modality
is selected or different modalities are used in a collaborative
fashion. A collaborative pattern is a model of combination
between media that defines how and when to combine infor-
mation coming from different media sources. Fusing infor-
mation coming from different media seems a natural way to
handle multimedia content. We focus on describing fusion
strategies where the task is achieved through the use of dif-
ferent modalities. We browse through the literature looking
at various state of the art multi-modal fusion techniques vary-
ing from naive combination of modalities to more complex
methods of machine learning and discuss various issues faced
with fusing several modalities having different properties in
the context of semantic indexing.

1. INTRODUCTION

multi-modal fusion is gaining importance these days in the
field of content analysis and retrieval as it benefits from di-
verse and complementary information from different media
the content is represented with [1, 2]. This comes with a cer-
tain cost due to the higher complexity of multi-modal anal-
ysis as the modalities involved have different characteristics.
There are various methods and different levels at which infor-
mation from different media can be combined [1, 2, 3, 4]. The
important questions thus raised when combining multi-modal
information are when and how to fuse. The collaborative pat-
terns answer precisely this question.

Collaboration of multi-modal information has been widely
used for tasks including semantic indexing, copy detection in
videos, video summarization, image and video search, object
detection and recognition, biometrics etc.. Naturally each se-
mantic concept or group of similar concepts exhibits different
dynamics from others so their fusion pattern could be differ-
ent also. This argument is strengthened by the fact that one
classifier and one set of features does not perform the same
for each concept [4] as some concepts are easy to detect with
visual features only while others may not be. Fusion of dif-
ferent modalities is thus a sane way of performing analysis
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of multimedia web documents where each semantic concept
exhibits a different pattern of combination. We start with dif-
ferentiating the collaboration methodologies and then survey
the state of the art multimedia fusion methods dividing them
into early and late level of fusion.

2. COLLABORATIVE PATTERNS

Let us first define the terminology used in the paper. Let there
be m modalities or sources of information like audio, video
and text with the source i being represented with a di dimen-
sional signature xi. The signature can be the low level feature
vector xi = Fi, where Fi = {F 1

i , F
2
i , . . . , F

di
i } describes

the modality or it can be the higher level decision of a classi-
fier like score, probability etc.. In the later case xi = Di and
the dimensionality di of the signature is 1 for one source. The
nature of the signature mainly depends on the level at which
information form the source is used.

A collaborative pattern is thus a fusion blackbox which
takes all of these signatures as input,

v = {x1,x2, . . . ,xm}

and performs two tasks:

• Defines the method of combination of information from
different sources. More specifically in the context of
concept detection or semantic indexing [4] it is a func-
tion f : Rd → [0, 1] that takes the signature vector and
outputs the probability of presence of the concept in the
web document represented by that vector:

P (concept) = f(v)

• Learns a weight wi for each source with wi ∈ {0, 1}, to
be used with the future instances of the source i. This
weight controls the absence wi = 0, presence wi = 1
or importance of the modality i in the final output score.

2.1. Types of Collaborative Patterns

The methods of combination can be usually divided into two
types according to [1] namely classification based and rule
based methods. Classification based fusion can be done at



early and late level. A classifier can be built using the multi-
modal feature vector that contains features from all the modal-
ities. Discriminative classifiers like SVMs or Neural Net-
works can be trained if the dimension of the feature vectors re-
mains the same. Generative learning like Bayesian Networks
can also be used to learn from the multi-modal feature vectors.
One advantage of generative classifiers is that they can also
handle variable length vectors. Classifiers can also be used
at the decision level to learn from the outputs of the classifi-
cation results of the single media classifiers. In this case the
scores from all the independent medium classifiers are com-
bined in a single vector. These vectors are then learned by a
secondary classifier for each concept. Regardless of the level
at which the fusion is made the function f(v) is represented
in the simplest way as a classification function f : Rd → Y ,
learning on the n training examples {(v1, y1), . . . , (vn, yn)}
with Y ∈ [0, 1].

Different rules can be employed to combine multi-modal
information but it is more appropriate to do that at the deci-
sion level. A simple voting can be used to select the decision
that occurs most often. Other methods like maximum or av-
erage of scores from classifiers of different modalities is also
used in the literature. Linear weighted sum or linear weighted
product can be used to combine the output scores. Rules can
be custom defined based on the properties of the source or the
classifier or some prior knowledge.

3. LEVELS OF FUSION

We borrow figure 1 from [1] to differentiate fusion strategies
into early, late and hybrid of early and late methods. In figure
1 each Action Unit (AU) is usually a classifier that converts
inputs into semantic level decisions while Feature Fusion (FF)
and Decision Fusion (DF) units agglomerate features and de-
cisions respectively. D1,2 results from early fusion, Dm−1,m

comes from late fusion and D is the result of the hybrid fu-
sion. Our survey of the multi-modal fusion methods in the
context of content based indexing mainly divides the meth-
ods into early and late fusion strategies.

3.1. Early Fusion

In early fusion also referred to as fusion in feature space, uni-
modal features extracted from different data streams are in-
tegrated into the single large vector v for training. A certain
pre-processing is performed like e.g. normalization so that
features be on the same scale. Classifiers are trained for a se-
mantic concept using these large multi-modal feature vectors.

Early fusion captures the true essence of multimedia col-
laboration as all the features are combined in a unified repre-
sentation. There is only one learning phase handling all multi-
modal features at once. If dimensions of the feature vectors
from different media sources are fixed a discriminative clas-
sifier like SVM can be directly learned from the large feature
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Fig. 1. Various levels of fusion

vector. Although fusion in feature space requires only one
learning stage on the integrated feature vector it suffers from
the problem of time synchronization and the unified represen-
tation of the media streams [1]. The choice of classifier is also
tricky when fusing the multi-modal features. Some classifiers
tend to work better for learning from visual data while others
techniques may perform good on audio or textual features.

Guillaumin et al. [5] combine histogram based visual and
binary text features in the Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL)
framework to predict unlabeled examples for image classifi-
cation. Law et al. [6] merge features early based on their
statistics using a simple pattern of collaboration. The com-
bine Bag of Words (BOW) feature with max pooling for dis-
criminative image parts with average pooling for visual words
from rather homogeneous image regions into a single normal-
ized representation. The hybrid feature is trained using SVM
for scene recognition. Kankanhalli et al. [7] have used early
fusion of multi-modal features for face detections and traffic
monitoring. They have used synchronized audio and visual
streams along with textual metadata to describe a novel sam-
pling based framework for multimedia analysis. They also se-
lect the most appropriate feature stream for the task by mod-
eling a Markovian decision problem.

Snoek et al. [3] have performed early fusion by combining
visual and textual descriptors in feature space. The visual vec-
tor contains pixel wise decision value for all the pixels in the
best representative image segment which is combined with
a histogram based textual feature extracted from the speech
transcript. SVM classifiers are then trained for each semantic
concept. Results yield a better performance for 6 out of 20
concepts using early fusion than late fusion.

Jiang et al. [8] ascertain the predominance of fusing au-
dio and video features over single-modality based methods
for multimedia event detection in videos. They build BOW
representations for static visual, spatio-temporal video and
MFCC audio features and learn non-linear SVMs for differ-
ent categories. Zou and Bhanu [9] track humans in a cluttered
environment by fusing multi-modal measurements. They ex-
ploit the correlation between the visual motion of the walking
person with the corresponding step sound early at the feature
level. Audio and visual features are combined and trained



using a Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) where neurons
in the hidden layers receive inputs from specific input nodes.
They also train a Bayesian Network for the multi-modal fea-
tures and show its superiority over the TDNN.

3.2. Late Fusion

Fusion can equally be performed at later stage integrating
decisions of individual media classifiers thus called decision
level fusion, also semantic level fusion [3]. Classifiers are
learned for features of different media separately giving a
decision like yes/no or in the form of a score or probabil-
ity of presence of a semantic concept. The classification can
be done in a way to obtain decisions having similar repre-
sentation even if the features from different modalities have
different representations. The independent decisions can be
combined using different rules or classifiers can be built to
learn from the output scores.

Fusion in decision space is easier to perform as it does not
suffer from the representation problem early fusion does. The
decisions from classifiers usually have similar format. Scores
from new sources of information can be easily added to the
final decision with only re-training the fusion part. Further-
more each different type of modality can have its own appro-
priate classifier. This can be considered slower compared to
early fusion as modality dependent classifiers are first trained
and their outputs are classified. Late fusion has been exten-
sively used in the state of the art due its simplicity and scala-
bility. We present some methods for late multi-modal fusion
classified according to the methods of fusion used.

3.2.1. Classification based Late Fusion

Snoek et al. [3] have performed late fusion based on the out-
puts of the visual and textual analysis. Probabilistic output
scores from visual and textual classifiers are combined in a
single vector to form the multi-modal decision vector. These
vectors are then trained with an SVM classifier to give the
final output. From their results on 20 semantic concepts, 14
give better performance with late fusion. They conclude that
the type of fusion ultimately depends on the type of concept
chosen. Adams et al. [10] have also used decision level fu-
sion for semantic indexing. multi-modal features are first ex-
tracted namely audio visual and text features. GMM, HMM
and SVM classifiers are trained using these modalities and
their decisions are joined to form a semantic feature. SVMs
and Bayesian classifiers are then learned in the semantic space
to obtain final decision for each concept.

Wang and Kankanhalli [11] exploit the correlation among
different modalities and uncertainty of a classifiers for mul-
timedia fusion using the portfolio theory. The portfolio the-
ory is a theory of finance which attempts to maximize the
returns on the collection of investments. More specifically
a company is interested in making profitable investments on

assets. Each investment has a certain level of risk or uncer-
tainty and there is usually a correlation between investments
i.e. collective investments may bare lower risk than individual
investments. The portfolio theory finds the optimal portfo-
lio that maximizes the expected return from the investments
while minimizing the risk. The risk is modeled as variance
of the classifier for each modality and the correlation among
different modalities is calculated using Pearson’s correlation
coefficient. The classification performance or expected re-
turn on investments is maximized by finding ideal weights for
each modality using the portfolio theory. Kim et al. [12] per-
form late fusion on classifier scores by learning in the maxi-
mal figure-of-merit (MFoM) for video retrieval. In the MFoM
optimization framework weights for each score dimension are
learned while maximizing the performance metric.

3.2.2. Rule based Late Fusion

McDonald et al. [13] use simple patterns for the collaboration
of visual and text features for video retrieval. A video shot is
represented using ASR text features and visual features such
as HSV color, Canny edge and DCT based texture. Output
probability scores are obtained using language modeling ap-
proaches separately for text and visual features and are com-
bined using different weights. The superiority of fusion based
methods over single modality classifiers is verified with dif-
ferent combination methods. Yan et al. [14] combine retrieval
results from multiple modalities for video retrieval. They use
EM algorithm to learn linear combination of weights of the
scores of classifiers based on text (ASR, closed captions and
video OCR) and visual (color and edge histogram ) features.

Strat et al. [4] present three custom defined rules to com-
bine decisions of dozens of multi-modal classifiers for video
concept detection. For each concept each classifier provides
a ranked list of video shots indicating the likelihood of pres-
ence of the concept. The first technique clusters the classifier
outputs manually based on their nature and principle of op-
eration like the type of descriptor, the machine learning algo-
rithm used, the type of modality etc.. Scores inside each clus-
ter are first fused together using weighted arithmetic mean
and then the clusters are fused similarly. They conclude that
going from most similar to the most different to cluster de-
scriptors and classifiers was a good strategy.

Their second approach performs an agglomerative cluster-
ing of scores from highly correlated sources while discarding
irrelevant classifiers. First the relevance of each classifier is
judged and those with near-random performance are filtered
out. Correlation between pairs of classifiers is measured and
the two most highly correlated are fused into one classifier.
This process is repeated until no sufficiently correlated pair is
left, resulting in a bunch of fused classifiers. These classifiers
are fused using weighted fusion with individual relevance as
weights. They are also fused separately using a neighborhood
based method after dimensionality reduction using PCA. For



this each test shot is considered positive if no shot from train-
ing set is present around in the neighborhood of radius d on
each of the reduced dimensions. This strategy is applied be-
cause positive shots are assumed to be very low in number,
rare and different from negative shots. In their third approach
they use a community detection approach to discover the clus-
ters while the fusion is done similarly. Results indicate man-
ually selecting clusters performs best.

Hua et al. [15] obtain a better decision by combining a set
of decisions obtained from different data sources to perform
image retrieval. The decisions are fused based on certain cues
obtained from the degree of attention people pay to certain ob-
jects, e.g. the strength of a sound, the speed of a motion, the
size of an object, and so on. The cues are measured using dis-
tance between two images from features like color histogram,
color moment, wavelet, block wavelet, correlogram, blocked
5 correlogram. The similarity scores between two images for
each feature type are fused using an attention fusion function
which is a variation of linear weighted sum.

Bredin et al. [16] divides a video in segments and se-
lects the maximum score from different classifiers on multiple
modalities as the best decision for that segment for identifying
person P in that video segment. Liu et al. [17] present the Se-
lective Weighted Late Fusion (SWLF) scheme to avoid over-
fitting where adding scores from more classifiers decrease
performance of the final fused output. For each concept SWLF
sorts scores from different multi-modal classifiers and selects
top N linearly if the next one improves performance.

4. ISSUES OF COLLABORATIVE FUSION

The correlation between modalities, calculated at feature level
or semantic level, should be used to find helpful cues to effec-
tive patterns of collaboration [1]. The question of selecting
the most proper modality for a concept can be answered au-
tomatically by a classifier or through linear weighted com-
bination, or can be manually defined based on some prior
knowledge. Due to the difference in the sampling rate and
processing time of different modalities the synchronization of
information is an important issue to consider. Authors in [16]
tackle this issue by aligning various multi-modal data streams
into finest common segmentations and take the final decision
at this segmentation level. However this temporal partition-
ing may not always prove helpful [8] and the hybrid features
could be trained once for a video clip using early fusion.

5. CONCLUSIONS

State of the art shows that fusing different modalities outper-
forms the overall best performance from the single best classi-
fier for each concept as even the weak performing ones bring
complimentary information. Several successful attempts have
been made to understand the correlation between different
modalities and use it to help the video analysis. Furthermore

importance of a modality or a classifier of certain modality
can be calculated. All these parameters help finding the opti-
mal collaborative pattern of fusion where different modalities
complement each other for video analysis.
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